
“ … tHe  WHite  Cube  is  Just  AnOtHer  fOrM  Of  sHOWrOOM” [1] elisAbetH fritz

is drawing the line between art and design simply a question of its placement? is the status of an object defined 
by its presentation in a gallery, on a shelf or in a living room? these questions not only concern the distinc
tion between two forms of media or genres, rather they further inquire into the disciplinary determination of 
physical and institutional spaces and into the possibility of autonomy in art itself. When one assumes that art 
is only distinguished from other disciplines based on where it is to be seen, the explosive power of a discussion 
about the blurring of the boundaries between artistic value and use value since Marcel duchamp becomes 
understandable, since the claim of criticality of art itself appears to be threatened.

A look back at the history of art shows that design and art can not be understood as two strictly separate 
 categories, rather it shows these two categories with various references to each other, which were constantly 
being negotiated anew. in aesthetic theory of the renaissance, the term disegno was a central paradigm con
cerning the composition and finding of form preceding all other classifications of architecture, sculpture and 
painting – this notion continued into the 19th century and was embodied in the ideal of the gesamtkunstwerk, 
encompassing all forms of art.[2] With the Art nouveau, the Arts and Crafts Movement or the avantgarde 
movements of the first half of 20th century (de stijl, bauhaus, Wiener Werkstätte), a relationship between the 
autonomous sphere of art and the massproduced culture of industrial design was still being affirmed, with 
an euphoric faith in progress in regards to the technological and political implications of “applied” art, as a 
form of collective production. At the same time, duchamp demonstrated with his readymade that an object 
could gain exchange value without being of value economically, when it was transformed into “something 
else” (art). He presented a new form of sculpture that challenged its own status and suggested its use by 
the viewer.

it might not  surprise then that the discussion about a specific separation between (usable/functional) design 
and (unusable/autonomous) art arose in the context of Minimal Art beginning in 1965. thereby the play with 
a boundary that was principally established by being called into question goes beyond the use of industrially 
manufactured, replaceable and multifunctional materials by artists like donald Judd, robert Morris or dan 
flavin. the geometric forms distributed within the space – supposedly neutral, objective and nonillusionist 
– finally turned into quasifunctional “décor” of the White Cube. precisely with the desired shift away from 
artistic composition of the object to the emphasis of its relationship to space, to the viewer and to the particular 
exhibition situation, hence the material arrangement becomes the functional background for the subjective 
bodily experience. Just like a piece of furniture, the “work” is not seen from the “outside” anymore; rather it is 
experienced as part of the body and as a base for it.

beyond an analysis of the conditions of perception and cognitive faculty, the resistance to “internal” meaning in 
Minimal Art led to a representational critique on a metalevel. With the minimization of the “art content”, which 
is a continuation of duchamp’s denial of authorship, the actual “crux” of Minimal Art – as Hal foster has shown 
– lies in the fact that “the formalist autonomy of art is at once achieved and broken up”. Hence Minimalism 
 ultimately introduces a reflection „on the contextual conditions of art […] in order to expand its parameters.” [3] 
the aim towards an absolute objectification of art induces the loss of its specificity. What was criticized by Mini
mal Art opponents like Michael fried as “theatrical” and by Clement greenberg as an expression of “nonart”,[4] 
anticipates, through the focus on the space and function of art, the establishment of institutional critique in the 
1970s. the exhibition of the “real” structures, the mechanisms of production, the presentation and reception 
of art as well as the break with the illusions of autonomy, originality or transcendence, this “practicebased” or 
“problemsolving” aspiration represents, according to foster, the ultimate fulfillment of the avantgarde goal 
to reconcilate art and life and to dissolve the boundaries between the to of them, as defined by peter bürger.[5]  
While critical approaches and aesthetic strategies of artists like Michael Asher, Hans Haacke, Andrea fraser 
or louise lawler seem to undermine every possibility of commercialization and appear to be diametrically 
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opposed to any form of “commissioned art”, with closer examination it becomes clear that, for practices of 
institutional critique, the proximity to design is constitutive. 

Helmut draxler has indicated that precisely the formal questions of institutional critique (and Concept Art) can 
not be understood without the reference to strategies used in design.[6]   the use of forms of layout and display 
forms for the representation of information, the work with graphic design, publication design and exhibition 
design becomes central to these practices. When roberta smith claims “[a]rtists can do whatever they want 
in their art; […] design involves a kind of selflessness and a complex awareness of the givens: the human body 
and its needs, social space, the laws of gravity, the means of production and the demands of the marketplace”[7], 
through her reinterpretation of the “nonfunctionality” of art as pure arbitrariness that does not appear to 
require any special skills or experiences, she questions the claim of its criticality and at the same time, she dis
regards that artists since the 1980s and 90s have indeed been engaged with the “complex conditions” concern
ing the production of art. terms such as “service”, “commission”, “analysis”, “proposal” and “realization” have 
since become a commonplace in positions of the fine arts as well as in design. both work with the same ideas 
of searching, sorting, arranging and combining information. both create depending on expectations,  materials, 
technique, budget and possibilities of realization. the play with different spaces, functions and styles carrying 
different connotations thereby appears in both disciplines. since the medium can easily be changed at any time 
and various contexts can be expanded, redefined or relocated, the individual specialization in “fine” or “applied” 
arts is replaced by a demand for criticality and reflexivity of the method itself.[8] keywords or phrases like 
“aesthetics of production” or “referentialism” that, for now, are used in the context of contemporary art, also 
represent a renewed affirmation of art’s connection to design.

utopia presents a further paradigm of connection or a kind of primary category in this context.[9] At the  borders 
of architecture, urban planning, collective action and participatory intervention, various artistic forms are 
understood as means and tools for the realization of technological, ecological and social reconceptions of 
society. While the avantgarde claims of improving the world or of “forming” the future continue to live on 
in design, visual means for the communication of planning and presentation play a larger role in fine arts: 
models, prototypes and sketches represent a transgression of the traditional concept of the artwork, as well 
as the creative process, a tendency to openness and the ability to negotiate a concept. Within the exhibition 
space the facilitating medium and the finished product can thereby no longer clearly be differenctiated clearly. 
through an abstraction of and dissolution from reality, while simultaneously referring to it – hence by visual 
representation – the model obtains “artistic value”. since its meaning remains potentially undetermined and 
by putting its own status and function up for renegotiation, the object can therefore be understood as a sculp
tural position.

in the age of the “cultural logic of the late capitalist museum”,[10] it can not be denied that the same structure 
producing the capitalist system is producing the ideal space of art. precisely because of the conscious play 
found in an interdisciplinary use of visual culture, with all the possibilities of contextualization and attribu
tions of meaning, with of citations and imitations, this space can nevertheless still be used as an “imaginative 
space”.[11] the association of art with the issues and problems of design therefore goes far beyond the artistic 
positions connected to the term “designArt” of the late 1990s[12] or design objects that can be found at art 
markets and in museums.

in the exhibition tWiligHt  zOne the displayed works by international artists of different generations, explore 
the numerous and riskily overlapping fields of art and design. practical and contemplative, multifunctional 
and multiperspective, modular and eclectic, their strategies are borrowed from, and in turn applied in both 
disciplines. unusual as well as commercially available materials are recycled, their recognizability is ma
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nipulated, their functions are altered. they are exposed through the use of various media and the functional 
spaces inbetween are explored in narrative ways. forms of presentation are questioned and the beauty of 
the abstract form or the surface is defended. the ambiguity of the definition of the exhibited objects is what 
 determines the power of their reflexivity, which in most cases goes far beyond the simple gesture of the  re
positioning from one space/context into another one and challenges the postulate, with a calculated ironic 
distance, that aesthetic phenomena can be experienced entirely free of the connotations of usability.
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